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(i.e., indicate the Procedure Number, DCP Number or other reference document for which the Screen is
done, including the document revision number or date).

Reference Document Title Replace SUT11 with ncw transformer equipped with LTC

Sponsoring Organization NTS - Electrical Engineering

DESCRIPTION

Sponsor Joe Goryancc
(Print)

Summarize the proposed activity or CTE and how it differs from the presently approved condition. The
reason for the proposed activity or CTE should also be described. Cite applicable drawings and other
documents as necessary to describe the current condition. Brieflydescribe how the issue may interface
with the licensing basis (documents).

The design ofDCPP as described in the FSAR requires that the two 230kV transnussion
linefeeds to DCPP, one directlyPom Morro Bay Power Plant (MBPP) and the other
from MBPP through the Mesa Substation, each be independently able to support the
operation ofone unit in an outage while the other unit trips and transfers its auxiliary
loads to the 230kVStartup Source. The voltage available at the DCPP 4kVand 480V
Vital buses when supplied from the 230kVStartup source is not adequate under certain
design basis operating scenarios to support the operation ofsafety related equipment.
Presently, certain compensatory measures such as operating MBPP and using a reduced
load transfer are utilized so that offsite powerfor DCPP can be considered operable for
various grid configurations. Due to the design characteristics ofthe DCPP power
distribution system and the PGd'cE 230kV transmission system, ithas been determined
that for a significant amount oftime during the year, it is necessary to operate MBPP in
anticipation ofthe event ofa Unit Trip, to ensure that sufficient voltage is available to
successfully transfer the plant auxiliary loads to the Startup Source when both 230kV
sources are available. Ifthe MBPP to DCPP transmission line is out ofservice, the
230kVsource is inoperable until the line is returned to service.

A study has been completed ofthe throughfault capability ofthe DCPP transformers as
a result ofthe failure ofthe Unit 1 AuxiliaryTransformer in 1995. This study indicates
that the SUTs are among those in the worst condition for withstanding a throughfault
short circuit current. The study indicates that the short circuit withstand capability of
these transformers is approximately 40% ofwhat is needed.

This design change willreplace the existing Unit 1, 230/12kV Startup Transformer
SUT11 (Unit 2 SUT21 replacement is under DCP I."-50322), with a new transformer
which utilizes automatic load tap changing devices (LTCs) to control the voltage. This
change would simultaneously help resolve the voltage problem as well as the problem of
the transformer 's throughfault capability. In addition, under separate DCPs, design
changes were made to the operation ofcertain DCPP equipment during and after the
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transfer to reduce their impact on the voltage. These include fast transfer ofa CP'P,

tripping of82 HDP, blocking the start ofCP/CBP and retapping ofthe auxiliary and
vital load center transformers. 8'hen both units'esign changes are implemented, it
would significantly reduce the amount oftime that it would be necessary to

'neconomicallyoperate MBPP in support ofDCPP and would allow afiillload transfer
under most conditions. Under some transmission operating conditions, however, it
would still be necessary to operate MBPP and to use a reduced load

transfer.'pecifically,MBPP operation would be needed only when the MBPP to DCPP line is out
ofservice under high grid load conditions. In order to completely eliminate the need to
operate MBPP in support ofDCPP, changes must be made to the transmission system in
the DCPP area by the Electric Transmission Business Unit (ETBU) such as the addition
ofswitched capacitor banks at both DCPP switchyard and Mesa 230 kVSubstations.
Those changes are not part ofthis project. The firstphase ofthe capacitor banks at
DCPP and Mesa are scheduled for installation by April, 1998.

This design change also included upgrading the deluge system for the new startup
transfornier. The existing 230kVdisconnect switchfor disconnecting SUT11 willalso be
replaced with a Circuit-Switcher which willprovide load break capability and allow
removal ofSUT11 without deenergizing the 230kV.

The replacement ofa fixed ratio transformer with an automatic load tap changing
transformer does not introduce the potential for a USQ at DCPP. The new transformers
have a higher short circuit and seismic withstand capabilty. The automatic voltage
control feature ofthe LTC willenhance the capability ofthe 12 kVand 4 kVelectrical
distribution systems. The automatic LTCfeatur'e eliminates the potential for "double
sequencing" ofthe 4 kVvital loads during an accident and therefore enhances the
margin ofsafety.

LTCs have been used extensively in electrical transmission systems throughout the
country. Many nuclear power stations, i.e., Limerick, Peachbottom, Salem, Hope Creek,
and others have used LTC transformers as a part oftheir original design. LTC retrofits
were done for several plants, and some ofthe recent(1994) installations include Sequoia
and Browns Ferry plants. Advanced BP'R design by GE (ABWR) and advanced PWR
design by 8'estinghouse (AP600) use LTC transformers for the station auxiliaries. Both
ABV'R and AP600 designs have gone through NRC review and the ABP'R design has
been licensed by the NRC.

LTCs are in general extremely reliable. The type ofLTC (Reinhausen Type M) selected
for DCPP application is the best in the industry and has a failure rate of1 in 1667 years.
A large power transformer has a failure rate ofI in 300 years. Therefore from FMEA
perspective, LTCfailure is bounded by the failure ofthe transformer. The failure ofthe
transformer is accommodated in the existing accident analysis by considering it within
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the realm ofthe loss ofoffsite power. The credible failure mechanism ofthe LTCis a
malfimction ofthe voltage control relay. To guard against this malfiinction, a backup
voltage relay is supplied with the LTC equipment. The backup relay prevents the LTC
from running tofullraise orfulllower position. Ifthe voltage fluctuates to the outside of
the bandwith setting ofthe voltage control relay, the backup relay blocks the automatic
control in that direction. Since the backup relay setpoint is approximately 3% higher
than the primary voltage control relay setpoint, the LTC voltage control would be
blocked fromfurther control and ivillbe frozen at the ba'ckup re'lay voltage setpoint. 'his
malfimction ofthe LTCis monitored in the control room through indication and
annunciator action. Manual control ofthe LTCis available in the control room and the
control room operator is trained to take action under this condition to prevent the

equipment from experiencing an overvoltagelundervoltage condition. A 'detailed

justification is provided in this LBIEconsidering the probability ofoccurrence ofa LTC
rnalfimction.

The single line diagram ofthe Electrical Distribution System ofDCPP is shown on FSAR
Update Figure 8.1-1 (PGd'cE Dwg. 502110, Rev. 4). FSAR Update Chapter 8 discusses
the Electrical Power System and the I2kVsystem is discussed in FSAR Update Section
8.3.1.1.2.

SCREENING FOR DETERMININGTHE NEED FOR PRIOR REGULATORYAGENCY APPROVAL

Does this activity or CTE involve a change to the Facility Operating License (OL),
including OL Attachments (Technical Specifications, Environmental Protection Plan
and Antitrust Conditions)?

Yes No

0* El

If"Yes", submit an LAR to the NRC and continue this Screen subject to the approval
of the contents of the LAR. LAR¹ . Do not release the Reference
Document above for use, construction, etc., until the LA is received. The originator
of the Reference Document should provide a reconciliation between the LAand
LARto the PSRC to justify release for use, construction, etc.

Is the Reference Document a procedure?
(If"No", skip the next question.)

Does the Procedure Commitment Database (PCD) contain any commitment to a

Regulatory Agency that must be changed and which would either:
0** CI

a) Require notification to that agency, or
b) Require prior approval from that agency?

*~ Follow the requirements of IDAP X14.1D2, Commitment Change Process.
Continue this Screen subject to the contents of the request for prior regulatory
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approval. Requesting document 8
continue the Screen.

. Ifno prior approval is required,
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SCREENING FOR DETERMININGTHE NEED FOR A SPECIFIC EVALUATION

For the activity or CTE under consideration answer the followingquestions. Any "Yes" response (except
the answers for items 3.a and 4.a below) requires the appropriate sections ofForm 69-10431 (LBIE) to be

completed.

SECTION l. IOCFR50.59 10CFR50.54 a 3 and OLCondition
2.C. 5 b./2.C. 4 b. Screen

Yes No

a) Does it involve a change to the facility design, function or method of
performing the function as described in the SAR, including text, tables and
figures* and including the Fire Protection Program (FSAR Update, Section 9.5)
and Quality Assurance Program (FSAR Update, Chapter 17)?
(* - See Appendix 7.5 ofTS3.ID2)

b) Does it involve a change to procedures, system operation or
administrative control over plant activities as described in the SAR, including
procedures related to the Fire Protection Program (FSAR Update, Section 9.5)
and the Quality Assurance Program (FSAR Update, Chapter 17)?

c) Does it result in a test, experiment, condition or configuration that might
affect safe operation of the plant but was not anticipated, described or evaluated
in the SAR?

d) Does this activity or CTE rely on a vendor safety evaluation which has not
been reviewed by the PSRC?

0 El

SECTION 2. Environmental Protection Screen

a) Does it involve changes to or new eNuents discharged to air, fresh water, sea

water or land?

b) Does it involve a change in quantity* or use or storage ofmaterials classified
as hazardous (including oils) or the generation ofhazardous wastes?
(~ - See paragraph 5.4.2 ofTS3.ID2)

8 0

8 0

c) Does it result in disturbance ofany previously undisturbed land?

d) Does it alter surface water runoffpatterns or amounts?

e) Does it involve work within the SLO-2 archeological site boundary?

0 H

H 0
0 H

SECTION 3. Emer enc Plan Screen

a) Does the Emergency Plan (EP) require review on the basis ofAppendix 7.1?
If"No," skip the next question and signature.

b) If"Yes," does the activity or CTE result in a change to the EP?
'Seeparagraph 5.5.4.a ofTS3.ID2)

0 8

0 0
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Emergency P)an Rcvicwcr Signature Date

a) Do any ofthe security plans (PSP, SCP, STQP) require review on the basis of
Appendix 7.27 lf"No," skip the next question and signature.

b) If"Ycs," does thc activity or CTE result in a change to e security plan7

lfso, which plan(s)?

Yes No

Security Plan Reviewer Signature

REMARKS: For each Sctccn Section above having all "No" answers, provide the logic forthe "No"

answers ifclarification is required.

Section 3 Emergency Plan - This change does not have ari impact on the Emergency Plan
since it docs not alter systems, equipment, facilities or capabilities rened on
or describedin the plan.

Section 4 Security Plan - This change does not have an impact on the Security Plan since
it does nor a+act the location ofsafety-related equipment or change any
security barriers, systems, orfeatures ofDCPP.

REFERGNCESIATTACH MENTS:

FSAR Rev. 10, Chapter 8, Section 8.2

Bssedupon the above criteria, I have determined that an LBIE is g Is not p required.

Anile Ka I? lt)9
Preparer Signature Date

Based upon my independent tcchnical review, I oncur with the above conclusion.

Robert S Cahn iz/ii/V7
Independent Technical Reviewer Signature pate
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(i.e., indicate the Procedure Number, DCP Number or other reference document for which the Screen is

done, including the document revision number or date).

Reference Document Title Replace SUT11 with new transformer cquippcd with LTC

Sponsoring Organization NTS Electrical Enginccring Sponsor Joe Goryance
(Print)

As a result of the LBIE Screen (Form 69-10431), indicate which sections of this LBIE have been

completed and are attached. Refer to TS3.ID2 to complete each evaluation.

H SECTION I

H SECTION 2

0 SECTION 3

0 SECTION 4

10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation (including 10 CFR 50.54(a)(3) and
OL Condition 2.C.(5)b./2.C.(4)b. Evaluations)
Environmental Protection Evaluation
Emergency Plan Evaluation - 10 CFR 50.54(q)
Security Plans'valuation - 10 CFR 50.54(p)

Explain why this LBIE is being performed (i.e., Why were Screen questions answered "Yes"2)

The 10CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation is required because the 12kVSystem is described in
the FSAR Update.

The new startup transformer equipped with LTC has about 500 gallons ofoil over the
amount used in the existing startup transformer. A change to a number ofenvironmental
documents must be made to make note ofthis change. Those documents included, but are
not limited to: National Pollutant Discharge and Elimination System (NPDES) permit 's

Best management Practices (BMP) Plan, The Spill Prevention Countermeasures and
Control (SPCC) plan, the AB2185 Business Plan, and Aboveground Storage Tank
Statement.

RECOMMEND APPROVAL

PSRC REVIEW: MEETING NO:

APPROVED (PLANTMANAGER)

Yes No

0
g7-lo8 DATE; /2 /0 $ 7/~ DATE: /Z //
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SECTION 1. 10 CFR 50.59 SAFETY EVALUATION

For the issue under consideration, provide an explanation justifying each of the Yes/No answers. The detail
provided shall be commensurate with the nuclear safety significance of the proposed activity or CTE.

1. May the probability ofoccurrence ofan accident previously evaluated in the
SAR be increased?

Yes No

0 8

Justification:

The replacement ofStartup Transformer SUT11 with new transformer equipped with
load tap changer (LTC)for voltage control does not alter the original configiiration
ofthe electrical distribution system and hence, willnot increase the probability of
occurrence ofan accident previously evaluated in the SAR. Although the startup
transformer does not cause an accident, all accidents previously evaluated in the SAR

were based on the electrical configuration which included this startup transformer.

2. May the consequences ofan accident previously evaluated in the SAR be increased? 0 El

Justification:

The replacement ofStartup Transforiner SUT11 with new transformer equipped with
LTC willenhance the capability ofthe 12kVand 4 kV electrical distribution systems
to have sufficient voltage for successfiil transfer ofthe plant auxiliary loads to the
startup source followinga unit trip. This change eliminates the potential for
"double sequencing" (starting loads from the 230 kVsystem, subsequent voltage
degradation causes load shedding and restarting from the diesel generators) ofthe
4kVvital loads during an accident by providing adequate voltage to the 4 kVvital
busesPom the 230 kVsource. The maintenance ofadequate voltage at the 4 kVvital
buses prevents the SLUR action. The selection ofthe tap setting ofthe LTC to
automatically maintain adequate voltage at the terminals ofthe vital equipment under
design basis accident conditions has been analyzed. Therefore the ECCS equipment
willfimction as previously evaluated and the consequences ofan accident previously
evaluated are not increased.

3. May the probability ofoccurrence ofa malfunction ofequipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the SAR be increased?

0 8

Justification:

The change involves replacement ofStarlup Transformer SUT11 with a new
transformer equipped with LTC. Malfimction ofthe new transformer is no more
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likely than the original transformer, except for the LTCfeature malfunction, which
was not a consideration before.

LTCs have been used extensively in electrical transmission systems throughout the

country. Many nuclear power stations, i.e., Limerick Peachbottom, Salem, Hope
Creek, and others have used LTC transformers as a part oftheir original design.
LTC retrofits were done for several plants, and some ofthe recent(1994)
insthllations include Sequoia and Browns Ferry plants. Advanced BS'R'design by

'E

(ABP'R) and advanced PP'R design by 8'estinghouse (AP600) use LTC
transformers for the station auxiliaries. Both ABV'R and AP600 designs have gone
through the 1VRC review and ABP'R design has been licensed by the NRC.

The LTCs are in general extremely reliable. The type ofLTC (Reinhausen Type M)
selected for DCPP application is the best in the industry and has afailure rate ofI in
1667 years. A large power transformer has a failure rate ofI in 300 years.
Therefore from FMEAperspective, LTCfailure is bounded by the failure ofthe
transformer. The failure ofthe transformer is accommodated in the existing accident
analysis by considering it within the reahn ofthe loss ofoffsite power.

The credible failure mechanism ofthe LTCis a malfimction ofthe voltage control
relay. To guard against this malfzmction, a backup voltage relay is supplied with the
LTC equipment. The backup relay prevents the LTCfrom running tofullraise orfiill
lower position. Ifthe voltage fluctuates to the outside ofthe bandwith setting ofthe
voltage control relay, the backup relay blocks the automatic control in that direction.
Since the backup relay setpoint is approximately 3% higher than the primary voltage
control relay setpoint, the LTC voltage control would be blocked fromfurther control
and willbe frozen at the backup relay voltage setpoint. This malfunction ofthe LTC
is monitored in the control room through indication and annunciator alarm. The
control room operator is trained to take action under this condition and prevent the
equipment from experiencing any overvoltage and undervoltage conditions which
may challenge safe operation of the equipment. Under the worst case scenario,
during an accident, the failure ofthe LTCin the boost position (not being able to
nzaintain the minimum voltage at the 4 kVvital buses) would be detected by the SLUR
and the 4 kVvital buses willbe separated from the offsite source and transferred to
the emergency diesel generators as per the original design. Periodic maintenance of
the LTC components would ensure the extreme reliabilityofthe LTC.

Furtherznore, the malfzmction ofthe LTC coincident with grid disturbance has been
evaluated from the perspective ofany damage to tlze transformer or creating a failure
mode that would affect both trains ofvital equipment needed for safe shutdown ofthe
unit and determined to be not credible. Even for the worst case scenario, with the
LTC stuck at the worst tap position, the transformer and other equipment fedfrom the
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transformer would be able to sustain an overvoltage condition without any damage

for a minimum period oftwo hours. The overvoltage is expected to be in close

proximity to the voltage level normally experienced by operating equipment during an
outage with either 230 kVat the maximum value of240 kVor 500 kVat a maximum
value of550 kV. Operation ofthe equipment during outages with a high voltage
has not been challenged in the past. Malfimction ofboth primary voltage control
relay and backup voltage control relay causing the LTC to run away to either extreme

high and low tap positions is not credible since the probability of'both the primary'
and the backup voltage control relays tofailsimultaneously is 7.4E-8lyear.

The replacement transformer has a higher short circuit withstand rating than the
original. Therefore transformer failure due to inadequate through fault capability is
no longer a concern.

The replacement startup transformer has been seimically qualifiedfor a higher
'ccelerationlevels than the original and satisfies the review requiremeni's ofLong

Term Seismic Program. Spare transformer bushings are stocked at DCPP to
facilitate repairs should they be damaged during an earthquake. Further, the failure
ofthe LTC does not invalidate the assumptions used in the SBO methodology.

May the consequences ofa malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the SAR be increased?

Justification:

The replacement transformer for Startup Transformer SUTlI has enhanced voltage
control and short circuit withstand capability compared to the existing one. The
consequences ofa malfimction ofthe LTC have been evaluated in Question No. 3 and
ithas been determined that itwillnot increase the consequences ofmalfimction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.. Further, the
automatic voltage controlfeature ofthe LTC willeliminate the potential ofa
"double sequencing" phenomenon where the vital 4 kVbuses are separated from the
offsite source because ofa degraded voltage at the 4 kVvital buses and loaded on to
the EDGs. Therefore, the consequences ofmalfimction ofequipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the SAR are not increased.

May the possibility ofan accident ofa different type than any previously
evaluated in the SAR be increased'

Justification:
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The replacement startup transformer serves the same function as the original
transformer and therefore, no new type ofaccident is introduced. The startup
transformer does not cause an accident nor does its replacement create the possibility
ofa new type ofaccident.

May the possibility ofa malfunction ofequipment important to safety ofa

different type than any previously evaluated in the SAR be created2.,
0 8

s ~

Justification:

This change involves replacement ofStartup Transformer SUT1 1. As discussed in the
FMEA evaluation, the possibility ofa malfimction ofthe transformer LTCis very
unlikely. As discussedin Question No. 3, even a possible malfunction ofthe LTCis
no different than the possible failiires already considered for the transformer. The

new transformer exceeds the fimctional and design requirements ofthe original
transformer and does not create a possibility ofmalfimction ofequipment important
to safety ofa different type than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

Is there a reduction in the margin ofsafety as defined in the basis for any
Technical Specification?

CI H

Justification:

The new replacement transformer for Startup Transformer SUT11 willnot cause a
reduction in the margin ofsafety as defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification. The minimum voltage required for safe shutdown is defined in the Tech

Spec Table 3.3.4 under 7.b. - Second Level Undervoltage Relay (SLUR) setting. By
replacing the existing transformer with an automatic load tap changing transformer,
the vital 4 kVbus voltage willbe automatically maintained at a sufficiently higher
value during normal operation such that during an accident, the minimum 4kVvital
bus voltages after the bus transfer willbe adequate to prevent SLUR action.
Therefore, there is no reduction in the margin ofsafety as defined in the basis for any
Technical Specification.

Is there a change to the Fire Protection Program (FPP) (FSAR Update,
Section 9.5, including tables, figures and appendices)2

II

Ot H

Is there a change to the Quality Assurance (QA) Program (FSAR Update,
Chapter 17)?

)Complete and attach the next form sheet to this 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation.
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Based upon thc above criteria and Justification, l have determined that an unreviewcd safety question is' Is not g involved. A change to the DCPP Technical SpeciTications is' is not E) involved.
Fuithcr, any resulting changes to the FPP or Qh Program are documcntcd as being, within the licensing
basis.

aniI X ear Ig )II ) 's7
Preparer Signature Date

REVIEWED: Based upon my indepcndcnt tcchnical review, I concur with the above conclusion.

Rebcris ca.fin ~ 5 ~ 'I< II) i~
independent Tcchnical Reviewer Signature Date

'ifan unrevicwcd safety question, change to DCPP Technical Specifications or other license amendment
is involved, NRC approval is rcquircd prior to implementing the activity or CTE.
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Sale of Morro Bay Power Plant and Establishment of
Independent System Operator
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(DCS Version 2.0)
Date: 10/28/97
TITLE: LICENSING BASIS IMPACTEVALUATION(LBIE)SCREEN

asREFERENCE DOCUMENT FSAR Section 8.1 8.2 & 8.3 Doc. Rev. No. 11

No.
(i.e., indicate the Procedure Number, DCP Number or other reference document for which the Screen is

done, including the document revision number or date).

Reference Document Title FSAR Revision Due to Sale ofMBPP & Establishment of the
Independent System Operator

Sponsoring Organization NTS EE

DESCRIPTION

~ - Sponsor K:Herman
(Print)

Summarize the proposed activity or CTE and how it differs from the presently approved condition. The
reason for the proposed activity or CTE should also be described. Cite applicable drawings and other
documents as necessary to describe the current condition. Brieflydescribe how the issue may interface
with the licensing basis (documents).

SCREENING FOR DETERMININGTHE NEED FOR PRIOR REGULATORYAGENCY APPROVAL

California Assembly Bill 1890 (AB 1890) required the establishment of a statewide Independent
System Operator (ISO) that willoperate PG&E's transmission system starting January 1, 1998.
The FSAR is required to be changed due to this change in responsibility. PG&E willcontinue to
own and maintain its transmission and substation facilities and operate them under the direction
of the ISO.

The ISO is contractually required to establish inspection, maintenance, repair and replacement
standards necessary to meet the existing reliability requirements of the Western Systems
Coordinating Council (WSCC) and the requirements of the North American Electric Reliability
Council (NERC). The ISO is required to schedule sufficient generation and spinning reserve so
that the followingevents willnot result in grid instability or the unavailability ofoffsite power:
1) loss ofboth DCPP units, 2) loss ofany generating unit, 3) loss ofany transmission circuit or
intertie, or 4) loss ofany large load or block of loads. These requirements ensure that the
existing criteria for availability and reliabilitywillbe maintained. Therefore, the requirements of
GDC 17 willcontinue to be met.

1971 GDC 17, Regulatory Guide 1.6, Regulatory Guide 1.32 and IEEE 308 provide the design
basis requirements for offsite power availability at DCPP. DCPP utilizes PG&E's 230kV
transmission system to meet the requirements for an immediately available offsite power source
and the PG&E's 500kV transmission system to meet the delayed offsite power source. The
offsite power sources are also referred to as the preferred power sources. Operability of the
immediately available offsite power source (230kV) minimizes challenges to the onsite power
source (diesel generators).

Implementation of AB 1890 also included the divestiture of 50% ofPG&E's fossil fuel power
plants, including the Morro Bay Power Plant (MBPP). MBPP is discussed in the FSAR as a part
of the 230 kV grid supplying offsite power to Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP).
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Presently, DCPP relies upon MBPP generation to assure adequate voltage for the 230kV system.
As ofJanuary I, 1998, PG&E willno longer control the output ofMBPP. Due to the potential
that power generation from MBPP may be uneconomical in the newly restructured power market
in California, it is desirable for DCPP to be independent ofMBPP generation as early as

possible. The proposed solution to disassociate MBPP and DCPP requires installation of shunt
capacitors at both the DCPP switchyard and the Mesa Substation (near Santa Maria, California)
to provide adequate var support for peak loading condition (next expected to occur during
Summer 1998) and future load growth in the Los Padres area assuming no generation at MBPP.
The shunt capacitors are scheduled to be installed by April, 1998 and are not required during the
first few months of 1998 because of the moderate winter loads. In addition to shunt capacitor
installation, the various inplant modifications along with the replacement of the existing
230/12kV startup transformers with ones with automatic load tap changing (LTC) transformers
willenable the plant 12 kV and 4 kV buses to maintain a constant voltage when the 230 kV grid
is operated at+5% to -10% of the nominal voltage, - 10% being the emergency voltage operating
criteria for transmission lines.

The Unit I startup transformer was replaced in May, 1997 with a new LTC transformer with
automatic voltage control feature, and the Unit 2 startup transformer was replaced with DCPP
on-line in November, 1997 with a new LTC transformer that did not install the automatic voltage
control feature. The automatic voltage control feature is going to be installed on the Unit 2

startup transformer during the .Unit 2 refueling outage which is scheduled for mid February,
1998.. During this time period the Unit 2 transformer LTC must be manually adjusted to
accommodate voltage fluctuations on the 230 kV system as a result ofassumed no generation at
MBPP .

The ISO has been provided with the allowed voltage range and minimum pre-transfer voltage at
the DCPP switchyards, as well as the load required to accommodate a design basis accident in
one unit and a safe shutdown in the other unit and is contractually required to maintain these
voltages . In addition, the ISO is required to followOperating Instruction 0-23 which details
minimum voltages required for various line configurations and compensatory action required by
DCPP to assure that 230kV offsite power is operable. These voltage level requirements assure
that the voltages at the vital 4kV and 480V vital buses willbe adequate to support the operability
of required safety related equipment.

Operating Instruction 0-23 identifies line configurations and associated voltages required at
DCPP with and without compensatory action. The ISO is contractually required to comply with
Operating Instruction 0-23. There are no scheduled line outages between January I and
March,1998. The protective relaying for these lines has been extremely reliable and the total
circuit lengths are relatively short. Should there be a line outage, the Unit 2 startup transformer
tap willbe manually adjusted to compensate for this condition. Should there be a disturbance on
the 230 kV system, vital loads are protected and would be transferred automatically to the diesel
generators per electrical system design.

Presently per Operating Instruction 0-23, the DCPP switchyard voltage is maintained within a

range of232kV to 234 kV during day time with the help ofMBPP generation. At any time
without MBPP generation, the voltage at the DCPP 230 kV switchyard may not be maintained at
the present voltage range of232kV-234 kV. Based on the studies performed by PG&E
Transmission Planning, the daily voltage range during the months ofJanuary through April,
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1998 is expected to be in the range of 225 kV to 240 kV. A voltage range of225 kV to 235 kV
is expected to be maintained during the hours of7:00 AM and 10:00 PM on week days, and

between 230 kV to 240 kV during the hours of 10:00 PM and 7:00 AMweekdays and all hours
during weekends. The load tap changers (LTC) have sufficient range to compensate for the
anticipated 230 kV voltage variation without the installation of shunt capacitors. The Unit 1

startup transformer with automatic LTC would maintain a constant preset voltage at the 12 kV
buses. The Unit 2 startup transformer LTC willbe adjusted twice on week days for the

optimum tap corresponding to the anticipated 230 kV voltage range using operating procedure
OP J-3. The optimum tap positions are specified for several expected voltage ranges in
Operating Instructions 0-23 which cover all possible line outage configurations.: This operation
will continue through approximately mid February, 1998 until Unit 2 is shut down for
refueling.. By the end ofthe Unit 2 outage, scheduled for approximately late March 1998, the
automatic LTC feature for the Unit 2 startup transformer willbe operational and manual.
adjustment willno longer be required. During this period ofmoderate winter loads, shunt
capacitors are not required to be installed because the DCPP switchyard voltage can be

maintained within an acceptable range without the MBPP generation..

Manual operation of the LTC does not introduce the potential for a USQ at DCPP. This
conclusion is based on the guidance provided in the NRC Information Notice IN-97-78
"Crediting OfOperator Actions In Place OfAutomatic Actions And Modifications OfOperator
Actions, Including Response Time". The adjustments of the LTC are not made in response to a

plant transient nor are they made to mitigate the effects ofa plant accident. In addition, as

described in this LBIE, the adjustment of the LTC willbe done per written plant procedure and
recovery from an incorrect adjustment can be made immediately with no effect on plant
operation. Further, the manual operation of the LTC does not affect the margin of safety for the
vital 4 kV and 480V buses.

Switched shunt capacitors are scheduled to be installed on the 230kV system by Aprilof 1998.
The function of the shunt capacitors is to provide adequate voltage and var support without
MBPP generation for anticipated load growth and during the worst case line outage condition.
Shunt capacitors are required for the 1998 peak summer loads.

Station Blackout (SBO) analysis assumes the loss ofall power including the loss ofoffsite
power. The establishment of the ISO does not change the fact that there are three dedicated
emergency diesel generators per unit and this change of responsibility does not impact the SBO
analysis or commitments.

During the update of the FSAR, minor corrections to the underfrequency load shedding setpoints
were made. These are editorial in nature and reflect the as-built setpoints and have no impact on
the safety evaluation..

Does this activity or CTE involve a change to the Facility Operating License (OL),
including OL Attachments (Technical Specifications, Environmental Protection Plan
and Antitrust Conditions)2

If"Yes", submit an LAR to the NRC and continue this Screen subject to the approval
of the contents of the LAR. LARI/ . Do not release the Reference
Document above for use, construction, etc., until the LA is received. The originator

Yes No

0* I
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of the Reference Document should provide a reconciliation between the LAand

LAR, in the LBIEScreen remark section, to justify release for use, construction, etc.

Is the Reference Document a procedure2
(If"No", skip the next question.)

Does the Procedure Commitment Database (PCD) contain any commitment to a

Regulatory Agency that must be changed and which would either: ., „...

a) Require notification to that agency, or
b) Require prior approval from that agency?

** Follow the requirements of IDAP XI4.ID2, Commitment Change Process.
Continue this Screen subject to the contents of the request for prior regulatory
approval. Requesting document // . Ifno prior approval is required,

continue the Screen.
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SCREENING FOR DETERMININGTHE NEED FOR A SPECIFIC EVALUATION

For the activity or CTE under consideration answer the following questions. Any "Yes" response (except
the answers for items 3.a and 4.a below) requires the appropriate sections ofForm 69-10431 (LBIE) to be

completed.

SECTION l. 10 CFR 50.59 10 CFR 50.54 a 3 and OL Condition
2.C. 5 b./2.C. 4 b. Screen

a) Does it involve a change to the facilitydesign, function or method of
performing the function as described in the SAR, including text, tables and
figures* and including the Fire Protection Program (FSAR Update, Section 9.5)
and Quality Assurance Program (FSAR Update, Chapter 17)?
(» - See Appendix 7.5 ofTS3.ID2)

Yes No

b) Does it involve a change to procedures, system operation or
administrative control over plant activities as described in the SAR, including
procedures related to the Fire Protection Program (FSAR Update, Section 9.5)
and the Quality Assurance Program (FSAR Update, Chapter 17)?

c) Does it result in a test, experiment, condition or configuration that might
affect safe operation of the plant but was not anticipated, described or evaluated
in the SAR?

d) Does this activity or CTE rely on a vendor safety evaluation which has not
been reviewed by the PSRC?

SECTION 2. Environmental Protection Screen

a) Does it involve changes to or new effluents discharged to air, fresh water, sea

water or land?

b) Does it involve a change in quantity» or use or storage ofmaterials classified
as hazardous (including oils) or the generation of hazardous wastes?
(* - See paragraph 5.4.2 ofTS3.ID2)

0 8

0 8

c) Does it result in disturbance ofany previously undisturbed land?

d) Does it alter surface water runoffpatterns or amounts?

e) Does it involve work within the SLO-2 archeological site boundary?

0 8
0 8
0 8

SECTION 3. Emer enc Plan Screen

a) Does the Emergency Plan (EP) require review on the basis ofAppendix 7.1?
If"No," skip the next question and signature.
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Loss ofoffsite power is considered an unusual cvcnt. Communication is required
between ISO and DCPP for restoration ofoffsite power. This change should be done
under thc DCP/Minor Mod which installs thc telephone linkwith lSO.

b) If"Ycs," docs the activity or CTErcsult in a change to the EP?
(Sce paragraph 5.5.4.a oi'TS3.1DZ)

This has been reviewed with Marty Hug ofEmergency Plan (EP) and it has been dctenuined to be
no change lo thc EP.

Emergency Plan Reviewer Signature Date

a) Do any of the security plans (PSP, SCP, STQP) require review on the basis of
Appendix 72? lf"No," skip thc next question and signature.

b) lf"Ycs," does thc activity or CTE result in a change to a security plan?
lfso, which plan(s)?

Ya No

Security Plan Rev ewer Signature Date

REMARKS.'or tach Screen Section above having ail "No"answ'ers, provide the logic for the "No"
answers ifclaritication is required.

The proposed change involves a change in operational control ofthe offsite power system. The
Unit l automatic load tap changing transformer already installed under DCP E-49322 and the
Unit 2 load tap changing transformer installed under DCP E 50322 along with the automatic

voltage control feature to bc installed under lKP S-50365 willassure that the safety related loads
willcontinue to remain operable without Morro Bay Power Plant generation when fed from 230kV
offsitc power.
This change docs not have any impact on the Security Plan since it docs not affect the location of
safety related equipment or change the security barriers, systems, or features ofDCPP. Further, as
discussed above, it does not have any impact on the Emergency Plan or thc Environmental Protection
Plan.

Based upon thc above criteria, I have dctennincd that, an LBIE is g is not Q required.

t>l 'l I 2
Preparer SignatMre Date

AnilK. Kar

ATI'ACHMENT:FSAR Section 8.1, 8,2 8k 8.3 change requat.
REFERENCES DCP K@49322 Rev I ) DCP E 0503>2 Rcv I DCP E 050365 Rev ly GDC 17 and I8
IEEE 308-I97i, RG I.32,August I972, Operating Instructions O-23,Cele 357A-DC, Rl, Calc 358A-DC,
Rl,Calc359.DC,RO .
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Based upon my independen technical revie I oncur with the above conclusion.

Robert S. Cahn izfii qv
Independent Technical Reviewer Signature Date
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REFERENCE DOCUMENTNo. FSAR Section 8.1, 8.2 &8.3 Doc. Rev. No. 11

(i.e., indicate the Procedure Number, DCP Number or other reference document for which the Screen is

done, including the document revision number or date).

Reference Document Title FSAR Revision Due to Sale of MBPP and Establishment of the
Independent System Operator

Sponsoring Organization ~ NTS-EE .-.= -- -Sponsor.- K;Herman"-
(Print)

Q SECTION 2

0 SECTION3

Q SECTION 4

As a result of the LBIE Screen (Form 69-10431), indicate which sections of this LBIE
have been completed and are attached. Refer to TS3.ID2 to complete each evaluation.

H SECTION I 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation (including 10 CFR 50.54(a)(3) and
OL Condition 2.C.(5)b./2.C.(4)b. Evaluations)
Environmental Protection Evaluation
Emergency Plan Evaluation - 10 CFR 50.54(q)
Security Plans'valuation - 10 CFR 50.54(p)

Explain why this LBIE is being performed (i.e., Why were Screen questions answered "Yes"7)

This LBIE is written to support revision to the FSAR and to support the operating procedure for
manually adjusting the Unit 2 startup transformer LTC.

Ycs No
RECOMMEND APPROVAL
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SECTION 1. 10 CFR 50.59 SAFETY EVALUATION

For the issue under consideration, provide an explanationjustifying each of the Yes/No answers. The detail
provided shall be commensurate with the nuclear safety significance of the proposed activity or CTE.

May the probability ofoccurrence ofan accident previously evaluated in the
SAR be increased2

Yes No

0 El

.Justification:

The ISO is contractually required to meet the existing DCPP criteria for capacity and voltage
from the offsite power system. This willassure that loads fed from the safety related buses

willbe operable when fed from the offsite power sources. The ISO is responsible for setting
the standards necessary to meet the existing reliability requirements of the Western Systems
Coordinating Council and the requirements of the North American Electric Reliability
Council. The operation of the 230 kV and 500 kV systems without Morro Bay Power Plant
(MBPP) under the ISO does not increase the probability ofoccurrence ofany accident since
the reliabilityof the 230 kV and 500 kV systems would not be affected because the ISO
would be required to maintain the same standards as PG&E is required to maintain today.
The Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow (CLOF) is an accident evaluated in the
DCPP FSAR Update and the accident analysis applies only at power. The CLOF is the only
accident affected by reliabilityof 12 kV power which is fed by the main generator via
auxiliary transformer. During startup and shutdown, the RCPs are fed by the 230 kV offsite
power. The proposed operation under ISO is the same as the previous operation and
therefore no change is involved. Other faulted conditions, e.g. loss ofexternal electrical load
and loss ofoff-site power are not affected because the reliabilityof the grid is required to
remain unchanged. Onsite power from the diesel generators willprovide power to the safety
related loads in case there is a loss ofoffsite power. Therefore, the transfer of responsibility
for operation of the transmission system from PG&E to the ISO willnot increase the
probability ofan accident previously evaluated in the FSAR since power to the safety related
loads willbe available with the same degree of reliability.

The Units 1&2 load tap changing transformers are connected to the 230kV system and are
usually in a standby mode during normal plant operation. The manual operation of the Unit 2

LTC while in a standby mode willnot increase the probability of an accident since normally
none of the plant loads are energized from the 230 kV system. Plant loads are only powered
from the 230 kv system during short periods ofunit startup and shutdown. Loss of230kV
system while the operating plant loads are fed from the 25/500 kV system cannot initiate an
accident since the system is not connected to plant equipment ifthe loads are supplied by the
25/500 kV system.. Therefore, the proposed modifications willnot increase the probability
ofan accident previously evaluated in the SAR.

May the consequences ofan accident previously evaluated in the SAR be increased?

Justification:
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The ISO willmaintain sufficient capacity and voltage to meet the requirements of the safety
related loads during an accident. The maintenance ofsufficient voltage at the 4kV safety
related buses prevents actuation of the second level undervoltage relays (SLUR) and

resultant transfer to the diesel generators. Offsite power reliabilitywillbe assured by
meeting the existing reliabilitycrite'ria. The 230 kV system feeding the Los Padres area will
be maintained by the PG&E and operated under direction from the ISO. The voltage
requirements with both units'tartup transformer LTCs in automatic operation are specified
in Operating Instructions 0-23, and the ISO is required to comply with the requirements of
Operating Instructions 0:23. Operating Instruction 0-23 is incorporated by reference into
PG&E's contract with the ISO. During the months ofJanuary and February, 1998, without
MBPP in operation, an interim voltage range for the 230 kV system voltage has been

established and Operating Instructions 0-23 willbe re-issued with this interim voltage
range. This interim voltage range would be automatically accommodated by the Unit 1 LTC.
However, since the automatic voltage control feature for the Unit 2 startup transformer is not
yet operational„a manual adjustment of the LTC would be required based on the 230 kV
system voltage range to ensure that sufficient voltage at the 4 kV safety related buses willbe

available. Manual adjustment of the LTC for Unit 2 willbe controlled by operating
procedure OP J-3 . The ISO is required to monitor system voltage regardless of the operation
of the MBPP which will assure that the safety related loads operate within their required
range.

And even if230 kV voltage were lost or became degraded, the first or second level
undervoltage relays will initiate transfer to the diesel generators should there be a loss or
degraded 230kV system while feeding the vital loads from the 230 kV system. This scenario
is an analyzed FSAR accident - FSAR Update Section 15.2.9.1 "Loss ofOffsite Power to the
Station Auxiliaries."

Therefore the changes to the FSAR willnot increase the consequences ofan accident
previously evaluated in the SAR since the safety related loads willfunction as previously
evaluated.

May the probability ofoccurrence ofa malfunction ofequipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the SAR be increased'I H

Justification:

As evaluated in the Unit 1 10CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation (DCP E-049322,Rev. I), the Unit
I automatic LTC willmaintain sufficient voltage at the 4 kV safety related buses based on
the voltage ranges established in Operating Instruction 0-23. However for Unit 2, the
automatic LTC feature willnot be operational until late March 1998. To maintain sufficient
voltage at the 4 kV safety related buses after December 31, 1997, operator action willbe

required twice on week days to adjust the manual tap setting at the unit 2 startup transformer.
Manual adjustment of the LTC willbe controlled by operating procedure OP J-3. The tap
adjustment feature of the LTC willallow the tap adjustment to be made one tap at a time.
Inadvertent manual operation of the tap changer resulting in an incorrect tap position will
cause the 12 kV bus voltage to change by about 2%. This voltage change is not significant
enough and since recovery from an incorrect tap can be made immediately, there is no
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impact on plant operation. Close communication with the control room during manual
adjustment willensure correct tap setting. Further, verification of the correct tap position
can be obtained by the control room operator with the help of the 12 kV bus voltmeter
located in the control room vertical board. This operation willonly continue for
approximately six weeks starting January 1, 1998. Therefore the manual adjustment of the
LTC does not increase the probability ofoccurrence ofa malfunction ofequipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.

By maintaining sufficient capacity and voltage to meet DCPP requirements, the operation of
the'safety related equipment from'the offsite power'source willbe "ensured The ISO is "

required to set the standards required to meet the existing reliability requirements of the
Western Systems Coordinating Council and the requirements of the North American Electric
Reliability Council. There willnot be increased challenges to the electrical systems
important to safety, nor there willbe additional reliance on the emergency diesel generators
or increased diesel starts. This change does not increase the probability ofoccurrence ofa

malfunction ofany equipment important to safety because the reliabilityand availability of
power from the offsite source is not decreased.

May the consequences ofa malfunction ofequipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the SAR be increased?

Cl H

Justification:

The immediately available offsite power source is backed up by the onsite power source
(diesel generators). Transfer to the onsite power source is initiated by the second level
undervoltage relay (SLUR). The SLUR relay setting is set to assure that there is adequate
voltage for the safety related loads. This FSAR change does not change the consequences
of a malfunction of the 230 kV system or other equipment important to safety because power
to the redundant equipment would be available from the diesel generators.

May the possibility ofan accident ofa different type than any previously
evaluated in the SAR be increased'

Justification:

The ISO is required to operate the grid in a reliable manner. By maintaining sufficient
capacity and voltage to assure that safety related loads are operable the changes willnot create
the possibility ofan accident of a different type than previously evaluated in the FSAR.
Should there be a loss ofoffsite power, the onsite power source (diesel generators) willprovide
power to the loads. The FSAR already includes an evaluation for Station Blackout should
there be a total loss ofboth onsite and offsite power.

The change does not result in a change in operation, maintenance, physical change or procedural
change that could create the possibility ofan accident that is ofa different type than previously
evaluated in the SAR.
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6. May the possibility ofa malfunction ofequipment important to safety ofa

different type than any previously evaluated in the SAR be created?

Justification:

The ISO willmaintain sufficient capacity and voltage to assure that safety related loads are

operable when powered from offsite power. Should there be a loss of the immediately
available offsite power source, the:diesel generators willbe available to provide backup power- ---'-"------
to the safety related loads. Thus the proposed changes do not create the possibility of a

malfunction ofequipment important to safety of a different type than any previously evaluated
in the SAR.

This change does not result in a change in operation, maintenance, physical change or procedural
change that could create the possibility ofa malfunction ofequipment important to safety.

7. Is there a reduction in the margin ofsafety as defined in the basis for any
Technical Specification?

Justification:

The minimum voltage required by the safety related loads is monitored by the 4kV second
level under voltage relay (Tech Spec Table 3.3.4- under 7.b). The ISO is responsible for
maintaining sufficient generation capacity and pre-transfer transmission voltage as stipulated
in Operating Instructions 0-23 so that during an accident there willbe sufficient 4kV bus
voltage to prevent operation of the second level undervoltage relay assuming a trip ofone
DCPP unit and a safe shutdown of the other DCPP unit as evaluated in the 10CFR 50.59
Safety Evaluation for Unit I DCP E-049322, Rev.l. During the interim period ofJanuary
and February of 1998 when manual control of the Unit 2 startup transformer LTC willbe
utilized to maintain adequate voltage at the 12 kV and 4 kV buses, the margin ofsafety is not
reduced since the adjustment of the LTC is intended to help assure more stable voltage for
the vital buses. Therefore, the change in jurisdiction of the PG&E transmission system, sale
ofMBPP, and manual operation of the LTC do not result in the reduction in the margin of
safety as defined in the basis for the Technical Specifications.

8. Is there a change to the Fire Protection Program (FPP) (FSAR Update,
Section 9.5, including tables, figures and appendices)?

9. Is there a change to the Quality Assurance (QA) Program (FSAR Update,
Chapter 17)?

Ot H

)Complete and attach the next form sheet to this 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation.
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Based upon the above criteria and justification, I have determined that an unreviewed safety question is
* Q is not 8 involved. A change to the DCPP Technical Specifications is* Q is not 8 involved.
Further, any resulting changes to the FPP or QA Program are documented as being within the licensing
basis.

.t''< ll t ZE. ~~ '!'.. 6 '*a
PAGE LEFT BLANKINTENTIONALLY
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AnilK. Kar
Preparer 5tgnatute

12] II
Date

REVIEWED; Based upon my independent tcchnical review, I concur with the above conclusion,

i~/ii I'i7
Independent Tcchnical Reviewer Signature Date

~ ~Ifan unrevicwed safety question, change to DC'cchnical Specifications or other Hccnsa amendmcnt
Is involved, NRC approval is rcqubed prior to implementing the activityor CK.
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Chapter 8

ELECTRIC POWER

8.1 INTROD

The electrical auxiliary power system at the Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) is designed

to provide electric power to the necessary plant electrical equipment under all foreseeable

combinations of plant operation and electric power source availability. The various

subsystems provide adequate protection for electrical equipment during fault conditions, while

maintaining maximum system fiexibilityand reliability.

8,1,1 GENERAL DESCRIFIION

The electrical systems generate and transmit power to the high-voltage system, distribute

power to the auxiliary loads, and provide control, protection, instrumentation, and

annunciation power supplies for the units. Power is generated at 25 kV. Auxiliary loads are

served at 12 kV, 4,16 kV, 480 V, 120 Vac, and 250 and 125 Vdc. None of the engineered

safety feature (ESF) auxiliary loads are served at 12 kV or at 250 Vdc.

Offsite ac power for plant auxiliaries is available from two 230-kV transmission circuits and

three 500-kY transmission circuits.

Onsite ac auxiliary power is supplied by each unit's main generator and is also available for
vital loads from six diesel engine-driven generators. Three diesel generators are dedicated to

each unit.

Onsite dc power is supplied from five 125-V station batteries in each unit. Three batteries

serve 125-V ESF loads plus some non-ESF loads, and two batteries serve 125-V
non-ESI'oads,

The two batteries supplying the non-ESF loads are also together (i.e., in series) to

supply 250-V non-ESF loads (see Figure 8.3-18).

8.1.2 POWER 'IRANSMISSIONSYSTEM

PGRE 500-kV ac transmission system overlays an extensive 230-kV ac transmission network.
The 500-kV system is further connected through the 500-kV Pacific Intertie to the Western

Systems Coordinating Council network covering the eleven western states plus British
Columbia. $tarting January I, l9N, the Independent System Operator (ISO) is responsible for
operating the transmission system within California. PG&E, as well as the other transnussion

system operators (owners) in the state, willcontinue to own and operate their transmission

facilities.

8.1.3 SAFETY LOADS

8.1-1
Revision 11 November 1996
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8.2 OFFSITEP ARSY TEN

PG8cE has transmission systems operating at several voltage levels. The DCPP is coaaected to

the 230-kV system for startup and standby power, and to the 500-kV system for transmission

of the plaat's power output. The 500-kV connection also provides an additional offsite power

source to the plant when the main generator is aot in operation.

8.2.1 DESCIUPTION

Offsite power for startup aad standby service is provided from the 230-kV transmission

system. The two iacomiag 230-kV transmission lines, one from the nearby Morro Bay

Switchyard, about 10 miles away, and the other from the Mesa Substation, feed a 230-kV

switchyard having three 230-kV circuit breakers, one for each line and one for the standby

startup transformers. The shunt capacitors at DCPP and Mesa Substations are utilized to

provide var support when required by the 230 kVgrid conditions. Shunt capacitors along with

the load tap changers on the 230/12-kV standby startup transformers enable the 230-kV

transmission system to be independent ofMorro Bay generation. The single line diagram of
the 230-kV system to Units 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 8.2-1, Figure 8.2-2 shows the offsite

interconnections. Figure 8,2-3 shows the general arrangemeats of the 230-kV aad 500-kV

switchyards. Figure 8.M shows the arrangement of the 230-kV switchgear. Figure 8.2-6

shows the arrangeraent of the standby 230/12-kV startup traasformers.

Offsite power to the plant auxiliary systems aad ESF buses can also be provided from the

500-kV system whea the main generator is not in operation. The 500-kV line is a backup for
the 230-kV plant power supply via the main transformer to the unit auxiliary transformers. A
dc motorwperated discoanectiag link in the generator's main leads is opened to use this

source. This link is a telescoping type that is an integral part of the generator isolated phase

bus. This link is operated under manual contxol from the control room and is interlocked to
prevent opening under load. In the event of a loss of main generator output, this backup

source of auxiliary power could be placed in service after about 30 seconds, plus operator

time, after two 500-kV breakers are tripped and manual control is permitted for the opeaiag of
the link. Operations personnel coordinates with the Independent Sysrsnt Operator, realigns

protective relaying and verifies position of the motor operated linkprior to backfeeding from
the 500-kV line. Figure 8.1-1 (Plant Single Line Diagram) shows the three 500-kV line
terminals aad the interconnections to the plant auxiliaries. Figure 8.2-5 shows the

arrangement of the 500-kV switchgear.

The 230-kV switchyard dc control power is provided by a lead-acid battery and two battery

chargers. Each charger is capable of supplying the normal dc load of the 230-kV switchyard
aad maintaining the battery in a fully charged condition. Normally, one charger is operating
with the second charger available on standby. Both chargers may be operated in parallel if
desired. Each charger is equipped with an ac failure alarm that operates on loss of ac to the

charger. The battery and chargers feed a 125-Vdc distribution panel that is equipped with a dc

undervoltage relay that initiates an alarm ifthe dc voltage drops below a preset value.

8.2-1
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Each of the two 230-kV transmission lines feeding the 230-kV switchyard is provided with

relay protection consisting of a carrier distance relaying terminal, including carrier distance

and directional ground relays, with backup directional ground and fault detector relays, and

automatic reclosing.

The 230-kV startup and standby service power line from the 230-kV switchyard to the plant is

provided with relay protection consisting of a differential pilot wire relay system with

overcurrent and fault detector relays for backup.

The 500-kV switchyard dc control power is provided by a lead-acid battery and two battery

chargers. Each charger is capable of supplying the normal dc load of the 500-kV switchyard

and maintaining the battery in a fullycharged condition. Normally, one charger is operating

with the second charger available on standby. Both chargers may be operated in parallel, if
desired. Each charger is equipped with an ac failure alarm that operates on loss of ac to the

charger. The battery and chargers feed two 125-Vdc distribution panels, one of which is

equipped with a dc undervoltage relay that initiates an alarm if the dc voltage should drop
below a preset value. Separate dc control circuits are provided for each 500-kV power circuit
breaker.

Each 500-kV transmission line to the 500-kV transmission system is provided with relay

protection terminal equipment consisting of two line relay sets (directional comparison), each

operating over physically separate channels, microwave and power line carrier, and each

provided with a separate dc power circuit. High-speed automatic reclosing is provided.

Backup protection (provided by a distance relaying terminal, including distance and directional

ground relays) is normally cut-out, and cut-in when either primary relay set is not operable.

Each 500-kV line between the 500-kV switchyard aud a generator step-up transformer bank is

provided with relay protection, consisting of a differential pilot wire relay system with
directional and ground overcurrent relays for backup.

6.2.2 ANALYSIS

The nearest 230-kV source ofpoweris Morro Bay Svi1chyard which is directly supplied from
four generating units and two 230 kVdouble circuit tower lines from Midway and Gates

substations connected to the 230 kVswitchyard buses. The Morro Bay Switchyard contains a

230-kV double bus arrangement and has bus paralleling and bus sectionaiizing facilities. 1Ae

shunt capacitors at the Diablo Canyon Switchyard and Mesa Substation provide the necessary

var support when required by the 230 kVgrtd conditions. Shunt capacitors together with the
load tap changers on the 230/lZ-kVstandby startup transformers enable the 230-kV
transmission system to provide a reliable

off

sit power source forDCPP independent ofMono
Bay generation. See Figures 8.2-1 and 8.2-2.

In addition to the loss of the Morro Bay Switchyard„other occurrences that could result in the

loss of the 230/12-kV standby startup auxiliary power sources are described as follows:
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While the above failure mechanisms are possibilities, the 230-kV transmission system and

230/12-kV standby startup power system are designed in a manner intended to obtain a high

degree of service reliability and to minimize the time and extent of outage iffailures do occur.

Depending upon system load and available generation, a degraded grid voltage condition can

be caused by the loss of a transmission line that provides power to Diablo Canyon.

Compensatory measures, including blocking the transfer of non-essential loads may be

necessary to ensure adequate voltage to the vital buses. PG&E operating procedures provide

compensatory action and minimum voltage required at the Diablo Canyon 230-kV switchyard

to ensure adequate voltage to the ESF loads. These compensatory measures in these

procedures may be used by ISO and Diablo Canyon when the following lines are not operable:

(1) Morro Bay - Diablo Canyon

(2) Morro Bay - Mesa

(3) Morro Bay - Gates Pl and/or //2

(4) Marro Bay - Midway f1 and/or A

In addition to the 230-kV offsite power source, the 500-kV transmission system can be used as

an alternate source. As described earlier in this section, the main generator can be

disconnected from the main and auxiliary transformers after two 500-kV breakers are opened.

The main and auxiliary transformers can then be restored to service as a source to the ESF

loads. The time for power restoration meets the requirements of the ESF loads and, therefore,
the 500-kV system serves as a backup for the 230-kV system.

82.2.1 OfMte Electrical Systera Stability

She Califonua transmission system (conrrol area under ISOj is operated in such a way thht the

loss of any generator while operating at full load willnot cause the system to become unstable.

Computer studies are conducted, in connection with the installation of new units, for various

system conditions to ensure that this criterion is met.

The program used in these studies permits the representation of the PG&E system and the
interconnected western systems in sufficient detail so that they properly represent the
electromechanical reaction of the combined systems to the cases studied. Scenarios modeled

included both a single-unit trip and a dual-unit trip.

The simulated events begin with a stable system condition, then a fault at the Diablo Canyon
500-kV bus. In approximately 4 cycles, the fault has been cleared from the 500-kV bus and

the station loads transferred to the 230-kV system. Both summer and winter loadings were
simulated, since the total load and available generation varies with the season.

8.2-4
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The first case simulated the )oss of a unit at full load with the other unit in service. Under

both summer and winter loadings, the offsite power system was very stable and no adverse

effects on the system were found.

The second case simulated a dual-unit trip from full load, although the electrical design of
Units 1 and 2 minimizes the possibility of simultaneous trip ofboth units, and a dual-unit trip

is not a licensing or design basis requirement. Again, the offsite power system was very stable

and no adverse effects were found on the rest of the system. 77ansmission System Operator

may be required to take action to raise the 230-kV voltage to meet the voltage schedule.

It is concluded that the loss of a generating unit at the Diablo Canyon site has little effect on

the offsite electric power supply feeding the Diablo Canyon switchyard 230 kVbuses.) Both

voltage and frequency willstabilize within several seconds. For a single-unit trip, the

availability of offsite power to the ESFs at Diablo Canyon willnot be affected, For a dual-

unit trip, the 230-kV switchyard willremain energized, but Transmission System Operator

action may be required to restore voltage.

In the event of a dual-unit trip, the 230-kV switchyard willremain energized and stable, an

accident is not postulated, and loading of the emergency diesel generators is acceptable.

However, during the dual-unit trips of December 14, 1994, and August 10, 1996, the

emergency diesel generators were not loaded.

8.2.2.2 Operation Daring Severe System Disturbances

7he Independent System Operator schedules the generation and operates the transmission

system to minimize cascading during severe system disturbances. The Independent System

Operator exercises centralized control over generation and transmission facilities within
GNfornia. The Independent System Operator also coordinates the scheduled outage of the

production and transmission facilities for preventive maintenance and repair, thereby ensuring

a marly constant level of system reliability.

System disturbances can be initiated by trouble either within the Independent System

Operator's control area or external to it. The 500-kV ac Pacific Intertie, running the length of
PG&E's system, provides a strong internal backbone transmission system and strong ties to
neighboring utilities. Ifthe system is subjected to a severe disturbance caused by trouble
external to the PG&E system, underfrequency protective relaying has been provided that will
activate. This relaying automatically separates the PG&E transmission system Rom its
neighbors should f'requency drop to 58.2 Hz, provided these ties have not been previously
opened by the action ofother protective relaying.

It is the Independent System Operator's responsibility to carry at aH times operating reserve to
satisfy the %estern Systems Coordinating Council - Reliability Criteria and meet the
requirements of the North Amen'can Electric Reliability Council.
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To preserve the integrity of generating units during extreme system disturbances, nuclear
power plants including DCPP wiQ be given the highest priorityfor restoration ofpower to the

DCPP switcAyyards. PG&E and ISO have emergency restoration plans in place to utilize
combustion turbine units, hydroelectric units, and the transmission grid to provide startup

power to its major thermal electric generating plants. PG&E has approximateiy 3.9 million
kW of its own hydrogeneration and another millionkW of hydrogeneration within its control

area that also greatly assists the system in riding through disturbances,

To attnimize the possibility of a cascading failure and the possibility of severe overloading of
generating units, underfrequency load shedding is used to automatically relieve load during an
extreme emergency. This load is removed automatically in increments between 59.75 and

58.2 Hz. Should even these measures fail to arrest a system frequency decay, provision has

been made to automatically separate any thermal unit from the transmission system should any
of the following conditions develop: frequency remains at 58 Hz for 3 minutes, at 57 Hz for
l minute, or drops to SS Hz for 0.5 seconds. Additional manual load shedding may be

required to stabilize the system. Due to the underfrequency setpoint for hydroelectric units
(frequency drops to 54 Hz for l minute), the hydroelectric units would remain connected and
continue to provide power to the system.

The measures outlined abo~e, together with others, provide the basis for PG&E's confidence
that the offsite power sources to the Diablo Canyon site are extremely reliable. The
interconnection ofDiablo Canyon to the 500-kV system by way of Midway and Gates, and to
the 230-kVsystem by the way ofMorro Bay Switchyard and Mesa substation, ensures access to
the very heart of PG&E's transmission systems.
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In each case, an independent set of signals or relays is applied to start the diesel for its bus.
The undervoltage relay for the offsite standby source and the first level undervoltage relay of
each vital 4.16-kV bus have inverse time characteristics aad a slight delay upon complete
voltage failure.

The second level ofundervoltage protection for each vital 4.16-kV bus is set at approximately
3800 V. The protection consists of two relays for each bus having a tw~utwf-two logic
arrangement. Start of the respective diesel is delayed by 10 seconds. Bus loads are shed ia
20 seconds, aad bus transfer to the diesel generator takes place in 22 seconds. These timing
features willprevent needless diesel starts during transient voltage dips, and provide adequate
time delay for offsite voltage to recover before transferring the bus to the diesel generator.

Should there be a loss of offsite standby power concurrent with the loss of oasite power (i.e.,
the main generating unit), the followiag events occur automatically, initiated by thc first level
of uadcrvoltage protection;

(I) The 4.16-kV circuit breaker feeding the vital 4.16-kV buses F, G, and H from
the main geaeratiag unit is opeaed immediately.

(2) AIIthree diesel generators for the unit are started and accelerated to normal
frequency and minimum bus voltage in a period of less than 10 seconds.

(3) Should the offsite power be restored before the diesel auto-transfer interlock relay
actuates, the circuit breakers feeding the vital 4. 16-kV buses F, 6, and H from
the offsite power source are closed to restore power to the loads. First-level
undervoltage relays have already shed loads. Loads, including certain BSF loads
that may not have been operating, are started in the same manaer and sequence as
nhen fed from the diesel geaerator. The offsite power may be restored by
reclosing the 230-kV transmissioa lines automatically and/or by the operators at
Morro Bay switchyard under the control of the Independent +stem Opemtbr.

Should offsite power still be unavailable whea the diesel generators have reached breaker
close-in voltage, all circuit breakers &om the normal oasite and offsite standby sources to these
vital 4.16-kV buses are given a trip signal independently to make sure they are open (the
expected condition at this point). Thc offsite standby source is automatically blocked from
reclosing. 7he circuit breakers for all loads, except the 4160/480-V load center transformers,
have already been opened by the first kvel undervoltage relays. Each of the vital 4. 16-kV
buses has a separate pair of these relays. The rchys have a tw~utwf-two logic arrangement
for each bus to prevent inadvertent tripping ofoperatiag loads during a loss of voltage either
from a single failure in the potential circuits or from human error. hlso, one of the relays has
an inverse time characteristic and a slight delay of about 4 seconds at no voltage to prevent
loss of operating loads duriag transient voltage dips, aad to permit the offsite power sources to
pick up the load.
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LOAD TAP CHANGING STARTUP TRANSFORMER
FAILUREMODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

Tap Changer Control Malfunction

The load tap changer (LTC) has two setpoints. Ifpower to the 12 kV buses is supplied
from the AUX 1-1 transformer the LTC willcontrol voltage to 107% of 12 kV. If
power to the 12 kV buses is supplied from the startup transformer (SUT 1-1) the LTC
willcontrol voltage to 100% of 12 kV. The LTC is controlled by a primary control
relay for each voltage setpoint. Each primary control relay has a backup control relay.
Ifthe primary and backup voltage control relays disagree by more than approximately
3% above or below setpoint, the control of the LTC is interrupted and the LTC stays
"as-is" at the existing tap This scheme is designed to prevent the primary control relay
from causing the LTC to drive the voltage to either extreme, high or low. If the

primary or backup control relay malfunctions and causes the LTC to lock up, an alarm
in the control room willalert the operators of the malfunction. Ifthe operators need

to adjust the 12 kV voltage they can take manual control of the LTC from the control
room or locally at the transformer.

The primary and backup control relay scheme preclude the LTC from running
automatically to either the full raise or lower position of the tap changer. Ifthe
operators were manually adjusting the voltage and the controls should lock up causing
continuous movement of the tap changer, they would be aware of the malfunction from
their indicators and could take action up to and including removing the transformer
from service.

A simultaneous failure of both the primary and backup control relay is the only
possible failure mechanism the would cause the LTC to automatically go to full range
of the LTC. The simultaneous failure of both relays is considered not credible due to
their reliability. The probability of simultaneous failure has been calculated to be
5.8E-8/year. Therefore, since this failure is not credible the electrical effects of this
malfunction have not been analyzed.

Tap Changer Jam during a Grid Disturbance That Initiates a Plant Trip and Results in a

Concurrent Rapid 230 kV Voltage Rise

This scenario begins with the LTC controlling voltage at a reduced 230 kV voltage due
to a line outage and high grid load. It is assumed that the PGAE grid willbe
controlled within the emergency guideline of 207 kV after DCPP is loaded on the

system. Therefore, ifDCPP is loaded on the 230 kV grid as in starting up, the voltage
is assumed to be 207 kV at the beginning of the event. IfDCPP is at power with
auxiliary loads supplied by the 500 kV system, the LTC willbe controlling at 107%
and the 230 kV system would be at a minimum voltage of 217 kV based on
transmission planning studies for a reduced transfer with MBPP off line and the MBPP
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to DCPP line outage. After a trip the reduced transfer loading of DCPP would lower
the voltage to 207 kV.

It is assumed that the LTC jams or freezes at this transformer ratio and a grid
disturbance is experienced that trips DCPP unit 1 and/or unit 2. The grid disturbance
could be severe enough to cause an unloading of the PG8cE grid causing voltages to
rise to PG&E's guideline limitof 242 kV. Since the grid disturbance is the initiating
event and could cause a unit trip ifDCPP is operating, a design basis accident does not
need to be considered concurrently since there is no mechanism for the grid disturbance
to initiate a design basis accident. Ifthe disturbance does not cause a unit trip or the
unit is in an outage backfeeding, all plant loads will remain on auxiliary power. If
DCPP auxiliary loads were on the 230 kV grid and grid voltage rises from 207 kV to
242 kV the SUT transformers and plant loads willexperience 116.9% voltage. If
DCPP is operating with loads on auxiliary power during power operation or in an

outage, the LTC willbe controlling at 107% and after the voltage rises to 242 kV the
12 kV voltage would be 119.3%. Ifthe unit does not trip, this voltage willbe
imposed on SUT 1-1 and 1-2 only. Ifthe unit tripped and loads were transferred to
SUT 1-1, the voltage would be reduced due to the transformer impedance to 113.3%
assuming a successful reduced load transfer. This voltage is close to the high voltages
experienced sometimes during an outage. Operation of the equipment during outages
with a high voltage has occurred in the past without effect on equipment This is also
the effect that would be expected from engineering judgment since the increase is
slight.

The effect of high voltage needs to be analyzed to assure vital plant equipment is not
damaged. Transformers are designed to operate at 120% voltage for 2 hours without
damage. Motors are designed to operate continuously at 110% voltage without
damage. At the calculated 113.3% voltages no motor damage or tripping is expected.
For large motors like the SI, RHR, etc., there is no immediate effect. A long term
insulation effect could occur above 120% voltage. Ifthe voltage increased more, small
motors may go into magnetic saturation and would draw additional current. The
concern is motor damage due to higher current and the resulting heating over a long
period of time. The over current protection for small motors are conservatively sized
for 130% to 140% of full load current and are designed to trip the motors prior to
being damaged. Therefore, ifmotors are operated above 110% of design voltage they
willeither continue to operate or would trip on over current before being damaged.
Since no accident need be postulated for this scenario, the over current relays could be
reset and the affected equipment would continue to be available for accident mitigation.
Without an accident this event would be bounded by station blackout analysis relying
on natural circulation of an intact primary and secondary system until the electrical
system could be reset and aligned.

Given the above scenario the operators would be made aware of the malfunction by the
primary and backup control relay alarms. The operators would have several options to
provide vital and non vital power to the plant. Unit 2's SUT 2-1 could be utilized to
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provide power to both vital and non vital buses. The diesel generators could be made
immediately available to provide vital power. The 500 kV delayed source could also
be made available to provide power. The malfunctioning LTC SUT 1-1 could be taken
out of service with the new circuit switcher.

The extreme voltage scenario discussed above has not been experienced on the 230 kV
grid to date. In the August 10, 1996 grid disturbance event high voltages were
experienced after the event but pre event voltages were not extremely depressed as

required by this scenario. Typically the 230 kV grid is operated with all lines in
service which willnot result in depressed 230 kV voltages. Line outages can cause a

depressed voltage but are infrequent and maintenance that requires line outages is

planned for low grid load periods to preclude creating low voltage conditions. DCPP
has experienced only one grid disturbance in the plant lifetime that approaches this
scenario and that was the August 10, 1996 event. Allother grid disturbances have
been of very short duration, i.e, approximately .5 seconds or less. During such short
disturbances the LTC willnot move since it has a 5 second time delay before it will
respond. Given the very low probability of the postulated grid disturbance event and
the very low likelihood of having a depressed voltage at that time this scenario is
considered extremely unlikely. To have an impact it would need to be compounded
with an LTC failure which is also very unlikely.

Ifthere is a grid disturbance that results in reduced 12kV and 4 kV voltages as a result
of an LTC jam or mechanism failure the safety related equipment willbe provided
adequate power by actuation of the SLUR relay and the buses transferred to the
emergency diesel generators. The non safety related buses and equipment would
require operator action to realign to other sources.

The LTC mechanism selected for the SUT is very reliable. There is no history of the
Reinhausen LTC experiencing a failure similar to the postulated failure according to the
manufacturer, Reinhausen. The LTC is designed for 500,000 operations without
failure. In specifying the LTC for DCPP, industry experts were consulted in selecting
a mechanism that has the highest probability of being trouble free. The resistance type
of switching mechanism was chosen rather than an inductive type for its increased
reliability and Reinhausen was selected based on their record in the industry of being
the most reliable. I

Other nuclear plants have been contacted to determine ifover voltage protection is
included in their design that would be needed to protect against this postulated
scenario. Plants that have been contacted do not have over voltage protection that
would be included to prevent an over voltage given this very unlikely scenario.
Industry experts have been contacted and have stated that over voltage protection is not
utilized in applications using LTC transformers and is not recommended.
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